### Dental Emergencies - In Your Home

#### Toothache
- Rinse with warm water
- Use floss or toothpick to remove anything caught between teeth
- Do NOT put medicine on tooth!
- See dentist

#### Knocked-Out Tooth
- Find tooth
- Hold tooth by part that was not in the gums
- Gently rinse tooth with water
- Put tooth back in tooth socket, if not able, store tooth in milk
- See dentist ASAP

#### Broken Tooth
- Rinse with warm water
- Use cold compress/ice pack on face outside near tooth area
- See dentist ASAP

#### Tongue or Lip Cut
- Put easy direct pressure to area
- Use cold compress/ice pack on area
- If bleeding doesn’t stop, go to hospital or dentist ASAP

#### Object Stuck Between Teeth
- Gently use floss or toothpick to remove
- Do NOT put anything sharp in mouth
- If object cannot be removed, see dentist

#### Possible Broken Jaw
- Use cold compress/ice pack on area
- Go to hospital ASAP

---

**If you need more help, CALL 911**